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"There are two kinds of visual memory:

one when you skillfully

recreate an image in the laboratory of your mind, with your eyes
open ... , and the other when you instantly evoke, with shut eyes, on
the dark innerside of your eyelids, the objective, absolutely optical
replica ... "

Vladimir Nabokov (1955, p.13)

-vii-

I NIRODUCTI ON

Monitoring muscoid fly populations on cattle is done regularly by
counting the number of flies on a predetermined number of animals in
a given field,

herd or treatment (Drummond et al., 1977).

preparing an

illustration to demonstrate this technique to an

While

audience, a fellow worker saw what I had drawn, and he estimated
the number of horn flies in the illustration.
the number drawn was 250.

His estimate was 75:

This incident led me to show the

drawing to others who had varying degrees of experience in this
type of endeavor, and they invariably underestimated the true
number.

The implications of such a trend in the field of livestock

entomology appeared to justify further

investigations,

so I did

preliminary tests of a more formal nature and ultimately selected this
area - the accuracy and precision of muscoid fly monitoring - as the
subject of my doctoral dissertation.
Despite the use

of "percent control" and

other,

similar

statistics, satisfactory control of the house fly, face fly, horn fly,
and stable fly is, at best, a highly subjective category (Beck, 1980).
In the assessment of chemical or other control measures in the field,
we look for control which is "satisfactory,'' usually in relation to an
untreated group of animals or an untreated premise.
measurements can also be cited:

Other, relative

comparisons to a second chemical

treatment and comparisons to a managerial or biological· control
program are 2 examples.

The significant point is that,

until

recently, we have not been interested in absolute numbers of flies in

-1-

-2livestock entomology.

We appear to rely on absolute numbers to

create fractional stastistics such as percent control and percent
reduction, but these raw data only estimate more often than not true
fly numbers.
We will probably continue to rely on estimates of fly abundance
on livestock, for animal behavior precludes virtual counts of flies
under any other than impossibly ideal conditions.

As fly numbers

increase, more time is needed to count accurately, but higher fly
numbers generally result in increased defensive behavior by their
hosts.

More frequent head shaking, shivering, and ear and tail

twitching cuts our viewing time just when we need it the most.
result, we do not count:

As a

we estimate.

With the precedent of relative abundance data now challenged by
the demands of modern pest management systems, especially the
threshold concept (see Stern, 1973), we must evaluate our monitoring
system with the goal of increased, or at least acceptably uniform,
accuracy and precision.
the stastistical sense:

I will use accuracy and precision herein in
accuracy is the closeness of the average

observation to some value against which it is being comparing
(usually '1' in this work), and precision is the "spread" of the
observations revealed in the variance of the data or some derivative
thereof.
1)

The objectives of this research are as follows:

to assess the accuracy and precision of estimates of number
(perceived numerosity) by naive subjects,

-32) to examine certain

intrinsic factors which may

influence the

accuracy and/or precision of such estimates,
3) to attempt to train subjects to improve the accuracy and/or
precision of their estimates, and
4)

to assess the quality of several
monitoring systems.

presently used house fly

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Perceived Numerosity
Comments on the reliability of fly counts on cattle are rare in
the literature.

Hammer (1942) counted the flies (4 taxa) on selected

animals, or, alternatively, he counted an area on the animal and
estimated the whole by multiplying.

The example of a data sheet

which he illustrates (p. 151) is not described as whole animal counts
or estimated counts, but the data for Musca autumnalis DeGeer are
likely whole animal counts, since this fly is generally found only on
the face of the host.

Several of the animals in the example have 18

M. autumnalis, and it is my experience that in the time it takes to
count to 18, M. autumnalis moves about, either of its own volition or
because it is disturbed by the host.

Perhaps it is for this reason

that Hammer stated that the counts were "somewhat subjective" and
are reliable only if the same person makes them for all animals.
Discussing the horn fly, Haematobia irritans ( L.), Campbell (1976)
said that "when fly numbers per side (of a host animal) are over
750, counts are inaccurate", but he did not support this claim with
data (parentheses in quote are mine).
Several authors working with house flies, M. domestica L., have
provided data about the reliability of visual estimates.

House fly

monitoring per se will be dealt with in detail later, but certain
remarks are best presented here.

Although not mentioned in the

text of either article, Welch and Schoof (1953, table 1) presented
data which indicate that estimates of fly counts on a surface are

-4-

-slower than actual counts on that surface, and Pickens et al.
table 1)

indicated that actual counts

photographic record of that surface.

(1972,

are lower still than a
Schoof (1955) recognized the

trend toward underestimation which psychologists were just beginning
to quantify independently (see below), and he attributed it to the
physical properties of the "observation plane" of the monitoring
surface versus the attractant surface and to other characteristics of
experimental design.

Psychologists were looking at the observer to

explain this same phenomenon.
Psychologists have examined the estimation of number under
several names, the most utile being "perceived numerosity."

The

physiological/psychological interactions associated with any vision are
poorly understood; theories are currently discussed in terms as
philosophical as they are sci.entific (see, for example, Hanson, 1969;
Sutherland

and

interactions, i.e.

Longuet-Higgins,

1980).

The

results of

the

the responses of subjects (Ss), are quantified

more readily, and certain predictive statements can be made with
varying confidence concerning the relationship between what ''is" and
what we can expect people to perceive visually.
Miller (1956) reviewed a number of experiments which tested the
perceptual acuity of the various senses.

The tests reviewed were all

of a judgmental type in which Ss were required to place stimuli into
classes of intensity (degrees of pitch or temperature, for example),
and the author proposed that our performance is related to the
stimuli in the following way.

Each stimulus is composed of a finite

-6number of dimensions to which we respond independently, and the
accuracy of the overall response is non additive.

Each dimension,

tested individually, will elicit a response curve which, if plotted with
"transmitted information," i.e. fidelity of response, as the ordinate,
and bits of information (related to the number of available classes,
see below)

in the stimulus as the abscissa,

horizontal asymptote.

will approach some

The y-value of this asymptote Miller (1956)

referred to as the channel capacity for that stimulus dimension.

As

dimensions are added to the stimulus, however, the overall channel
capacity is less than the sum of the capacities for the individual
dimensions.
We are able then to transmit the information contained in a very
restricted (uni- or ol igodimensional) stimulus reasonably well, but as
the complexity of the stimulus increases, our ability to transmit the
information in any one of its dimensions decreases.
clarification, these examples:

we can

I offer, for

recognize all of our friends'

faces based on poorly absorbed visual information concerning an
incredibly large number of dimensions in their appearance.

If a

friend shaves off his mustache, we may not even notice, because
each

in

the complex

of stimulus

"mustache" is poorly perceived.

dimensions which

describes

Although we recognize al I of their

faces, it is not likely that we can state the eye color of all of this
same group of friends.

This is remarkable, for if we lined up any

number of strangers, we could easily walk down the line and call off
each eye color after glancing at each for only a fraction of a second.

-7What we have done here is eliminated the multidimensional character
of "face" and replaced it with the unidimensional character "eye
color."

As a result, the sub-additive effect of many dimensions is

removed, and our channel capacity is at its maximum in this single
dimension.
If we substitute the unidimensional stimulus of "presence or
absence of flies" for "eye color," we come up with a very simple and,
in theory, a maximally accurate monitoring system for flies.

While

too coarse for most research purposes, this system is, in fact,

in

use at least by some Health Department inspectors in milk rooms and
eating

establishments

Supervisor,

YA

(Mr.

Dept.

D.

Agric.

Henderson,
Consumer

Dairy
Serv.,

Inspector
personal

communication), and is apparently the system of choice for many
homeowners,. picnickers, and others who do not tolerate the presence
of any flies (or most other species of arthropod).
The "present or absent" system is the transmission by the
observer of one bit of information.
creates 2 classes

(flies or no flies,

One bit of information thus
in our example).

The

relationship between the number of bits of information and the
number of classes into whic·h observations can

be grouped

is

expressed by the following formula:

in which C is the number of available classes and n is the number of
bits of information.

(Note that this is often used in the reverse

-8context, viz. to determine the number of bits contained in a set of
observations.)

Fortunately, our channel capacity is higher than one

bit in virtually all dimensions tested, with a low value of 1. 7 bits for
the subjective ranking of salinity (Beebe-Center et al., 1955) to
values of ca.

2.5 - 3.0 bits for more objective stimuli (Miller, 1956).

Sperling (1960) did not even recommend the word "estimation" for the
treatment of numerosity stimuli of 5 or below, preferring to call the
response "subitation" because of its near perfect accuracy even at
stimulus times measured in tens of milliseconds.

This would suggest

a channel capacity for the perceived numerosity stimulus of about 2.5
bits, which expands our fly monitoring capability somewhat.

We can

accurately rank real fly numbers as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or more (7
classes), but we still have not satisfied the demands of practicality!

1

K-reuger (1972) reported data which illustrate the nature of responses
to numerosity stimuli above the channel capacity.

In his words,

there was a "striking tendency for Ss to underestimate the number of
dots or Xs presented."

His correlations of perceived and objective

numerosity are expressed as power functions of the following form:

R

= kS"

where R is perceived numerosity, S is objective numerosity, k is a
constant, and n is the descriptive exponent.

Kreuger (1972) found

1) There are primitive cultures which use simple counting systems
which are remarkably analagous to the ersatz system which I have
generated here based on the study of perception. See Turnbull
(1961) for an example.
2) Kreuger does not provide k for his data.

-9n to be ca. 0. 75.
approximate y

=x

With the proper k-value 2 ,

this function will

(perfect estimates) for several abscissa! units, and

then Ss will underestimate increasingly the objective values as these
values increase.

This supports the magnitude of Sperling's (1960)

2. 5 bit channel capacity for this dimension.
conclusions may be drawn:

Two other,

related

the inherent inaccuracy is not random

but is directed toward underestimation, and the "striking tendency"
to underestimate applies actually to numbers well above the channel
capacity.

For objective

values close to 5,

the tendency to

underestimate is present, but it is very slight.
8. House Fly Monitoring
Scudder

(1947)

introduced

a grill

which

was the first

standardized technique for monitoring house flies, and he included a
lengthy discussion on the subjectivity of its use.

He also alluded to

the earlier use of a method still used today, the counting of fly
numbers on a unit area of wall or floor, but he pointed out that it
had "not met with the general approval of entomologists" (p. 681).
Cords or strips of screens suspended in livestock premises have been

used as an attractive resting surface for house flies on which to
apply residual insecticides (Kilpatrick and Schoof, 1956), but they
have not been used to any degree in survey work.

Axtell (1970)

introduced the use of 13 x 20 cm white index cards hung in premises
to monitor fly abundance by the number of fecal spots left on the
cards by resting house flies.
in this dissertation.

refer to this as the spot card method

Raybould (1964) found that sticky tapes ("fly

-10paper") served as a satisfactory monitoring technique because species
identification could be made, and,

if left in place for 24 h, the

tapes were immune to error caused by circadian fluctuations in house
fly activity.
Hansens and Morris

(1962)

used

an

index of house fly

abundance which was the sum of 6 Scudder grill counts and the
number of flies on 2 groups of 3 stanchions.

They also classified the

fly density into 5 classes ranging from "scarce" to "abundant" based
on visual impression, but no mention of this 5-class index is made
outside of the procedures, and it is not clear what role, if any, data
from this visual classification played in the results or conclusions.
Keiding (1976) offered an index of house fly abundance based on
counts of flies on stabled animals.

This index is limited, of course,

to situations involving stabled animals, and it raises

questions

concerning its utility because the information contained in actual
counts is confounded in an index.

I have offered an index of house

fly abundance based solely on the subjective impressions created
during a walk-through inspection of animal premises (Beck, 1980).
With the advent of a choice of monitoring methods, comparisons
were inevitably made among the options.

Welch and Schoof ( 1953),

responding to a lack of acceptance of the Scudder grill for use in
urban fly surveys,

instructed inspection teams to estimate the

number of flies they thought would be found on the grill before they
put it in place and then to put the grill in place and count the flies.
Each team had 2 members, and several of the inspectors served on

-11more than one team, so the data could be analyzed for differences
between methods and between individuals.

Eight teams generated

5700 observations, and the inspectors· correlation coefficients ( CCs)
for the 2 monitoring methods varied from 0.831 to 0.941.

The

inspector whose CC was 0. 831 served on 2 other teams and had CCs
of 0.869 and 0.916 for those efforts.

The inspector with the highest

CC (0.941) served on one other team and in that case had a CC of
0. 900.

Apparently, there is little overall difference in the expected

performance of observers,

and, although the authors did

not

correlate the overall performance of the 11 observers, they found no
difference between team members for either method of monitoring and
no difference between methods for any team.

Schoof (1955) reviewed

the fly survey techniques in use at that time:

Scudder grills, visual

surveys,

Poorbaugh

and

baited traps.

Andet"son

compared visual counts, sticky tapes,

and

(1964)

and vacuum machine catches

but did not clearly state against what standard or absolute they were
compared; visual impressions were possibly the standard (see p.
132).

Raybould (1966a,

1966b) compared monitoring methods for

house flies in outdoor and indoor situations,

using his personal

impression of insect abundance as the standard against which he
com.pared the several methods.

Pickens et al.

(1972) conducted a

similar study using known numbers of house flies released into a
barn.

It is unclear whether or not the barn was flyproof or if it

supported a native house fly population at the start of the test.
Kristiansen and Keiding (1978(79)) alluded to a study comparing

-12house fly monitoring methods to absolute fly numbers determined by a
mork-recapture program.

Unfortunately, these data are unavailable

at this time (J. Keiding, personal communication).
Norris (1957)

introduced the unique ptilinal marking method

which I used in this work, and the mathematics of mark-recapture
programs are discussed in detail in 2 recent publications (Begen,
1979; Blower et al., 1981).

Both latter works include information

allowing the selection of the proper technique for the goals one
wishes to achieve.

The mathematics

of these techniques

are

contingent upon the initial removal of individuals from the study
population, their marking, and their subsequent release.
flies,

With house

I found it easier to mark and release individuals from a

laboratory colony.

The necessary modifications in the mathematical

treatment of the data are described on pg. 22.

PRELIMINARY TESTS
A. Numerosity Study
After noticing that there may be a directed inaccuracy in
estimates of number (see Introduction), I went into the field with a
35 mm camera and a telephoto lens (200 mm), and, with myself as the
experimental subject,

I photographed the fly-laden faces of cattle

while estimating the number of flies
viewfinder of the camera.

which

I saw through the

Using black and white, fine-grained film

(Kodak Panatomic-X"'), I was able to develop each day's exposures
and, by projecting the negative images, was able to compare my
estimates with the actual numbers.

I was aware that I was not

testing true "naive" perception, because I (as the subject) knew of
the apparent tendency to underestimate.
After several days, it was clear to me that my estimates had
improved to the extent that I had become unsuitable as a subject.
regressed my first 167 estimates (those made before my performance
noticeably

improved)

onto the corresponding actual

values and

generated the equation
ESTIMATE

= 2. 07

+

0. 60(ACTUAL)

which intersects 3 the "perfect guess" line (ESTIMATE
ACTUAL = 5.21.

= ACTUAL)

at

The nature of this response curve (actually a line)

3) This intersection at x = ca. 5 recalls Sperling's (1960) concept of
subitation, and I believe that the data from the origin to this point
likely follow the "perfect guess" line rather than the predicted
regression line.

- 13-

-14encouraged a more formal approach to the problem.
The improvement that I noticed in my estimates as a result of
the feedback received in counting the flies on the photographs
suggested to me a way in which subject::. (Ss) might be trained to
improve their estimates.

The development of this idea is discussed

beginning on p. 35.
I decided that it was too impractical to train Ss in the use of
the field camera technique described above,

so I designed and

constructed a device which enabled me to test Ss' ability to estimate
fly numbers.

Details of its design and construction can be found in

Appendix 1.

Flies were introduced into a shallow box, 0.6 m X 0.6

m, which stood on end and was the only notable visual target to a S
peering into a viewing port 2.4 m away.

The flies were seen against

a white, luminous background, and their number could be (and was)
varied between viewings.
present

during

the

Neither

experiment.

nor Ss knew how many flies were
This

absolute

number

was

determined by photographs taken remotely by me as each observation
was made by S.

Subjects were allowed 3 sec to view the target and

were given a 7-sec interval between viewings.
I tested 14 Ss over a 7-day period.

Each S answered a short

questionaire (Appendix 2) which asked for age,

sex and a self-

evaluation on a scale of 1 to 7 of S's experience in estimating
number.

I assured Ss that they would not have to touch insects,

and I showed them the field that they would be viewing in the
experiment.

read the following statement to each S:

-15"This experiment is to test
ability to estimate number.

some aspect of your

House flies will be introduced

into a box at this end of this apparatus, and you will
stand at the far end and be shown the illuminated box for
3 seconds.

When the shutter is closed at the end of 3

seconds, I will photograph the box, and you will state
your estimate of the number of flies seen.
as accurately as possible.

Try to estimate

At certain fly levels, you may

even be able to count the flies, but remember - you will
only have 3 seconds.
"We wi 11 ask you to repeat this about 65 times today,
and it should not take more than 20 minutes.

We will

always be varying the number of flies in the box.

Any

questions?"
When Ss were positioned at the viewing port,

I told them that

there would be one break in the middle of the session to change film,
and that they could ask for additional breaks at any time (none did).
As implied above, the number of estimates for each S was
determined by the number of exposures on 2, hand-packed rolls of
Kodak Plus-X Pan'" film.

Developed negatives were projected onto a

grid to count the flies in each exposure.

I pooled the data for the

14 Ss and used them to generate the linear regression equation

ESTIMATE= 43.85

+

0.24(ACTUAL)

-16This equation varied so from what I expected to find that I
plotted all of the raw data to see its general form, which I suspected
might be non-linear.

There was instead a distinct bi-modal trend in

the observations (Fig. 1) consisting of the expected linear pattern
intercepting the y-axis near the origin and having a slope somewhat
less than 1, and an unexpected linear pattern appearing at actual
numbers >150 with a y-intercept of ca. 80 and a flat slope (ca. 0).
By labelling each observation with the number of the S who made it
and then ranking all observations by x-value (actual number), I was
able to identify which S (or Ss) were responsible for the flat line
response.

Four Ss contributed virtually all of the observations in

the area described by the intersection of x > 150 and y < 90.

Below

x = 150, their observations (and the corresponding flat line) were
confounded with the other (expected) regression line, and, in fact,
the data suggest that the lower range observations made by these 4
Ss conform with those of the remaining Ss.
I deleted the 4 suspect Ss from the data and again regressed
the remaining estimates on

the actual

numbers.

The resulting

equation,
ESTIMATE

= 8. 61

• 0. 59(ACTUAL),

was much closer to the expected values for both the slope and the
intercept.
Finally, the responses of the 4 suspect Ss (for x > 150 only)
were regressed on the actual numbers to quantify the nature of the
flat line response.

The resulting equation,
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-18ESTIMATE = 61.97

+

0.017(ACTUAL),

must be interpreted with the understanding that the y-intercept is
only significant as a describer of a iine which, in reality, exists only
at x-values > ca. 150 and never touches the y-axis.

The slope of

this equation is not significantly different from 0 (alpha = 0.05).
The nature of the "expected" regression line in this study
confirms the general nature of the estimation phenomenon disclosed in
the field camera method.

The flat line response indicates that there

are certain individuals who, in the naive condition, do not perceive
numbers (of flies) greater than ca. 90.

The group of 19 subjects

used for subsequent, detailed testing unfortunately contained no
person with this curious trait.
I found that this testing device was difficult to manage in
practice.

Among other problems, it was often impossible to regulate

the general magnitude of number of flies present in the target area,
so I sought a more efficient method of collecting this sort of data.
The method on which

decided was the use of photographic

transparencies, discussed in detail in the Numerosity Study section.
B. House Fly Monitoring
During the summer of 1980, I used several house fly monitoring
techniques in 4 caged-layer poultry houses on the Tate Egg Farm,
Pulaski VA, ·in connection with a field test for house fly control.
compared the several methods (Scudder grill, spot cards, square-foot
panels and sticky tapes) against the subjective, visual index method

-191 had used in earlier studies (i3eck, 1930) to see which, if any, were

correlated with it.

House fly

control, as mentioned earlier,

subjective in most farm premises.
farmer's tolerance level,

his

is

It is generally a function of the

susceptibility to peer (or spouse)

pressure, or some other non-quantitative factor.

In my experience,

a farmer uses his own opinion to decide when to control house flies.
With this in mind, I felt that by correlating quantitative survey data
against the the visual index, I would have information that would
allow me to state with increased confidence when a test control
measure was actually working effectively.

The idea of "percent

control" could be sidestepped, and the Scudder grill or the spot card
counts (or whichever methods are correlated to the index) could be
linked directly to the index.

The index is a prac.tical indicator of

when control is inadequate, as can be seen from the definitions of its
several classes:
0 - no flies

1 - low intermediate
2 - intermediate
3 - high intermediate
4 - flies at nuisance level, consider treatment
To test for correlation, each of the 4 poultry houses was
sampled weekly as fol lows:
1 - Scudder grill counts.
and

Six counts, 1 1n each corner

along each side about midway through the house (all

taken in walkway).
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2 - Spot cards.

Six cards, put in place 24 h prior to

collection and situated in the rafters above the Scudder grill
count sites.
3 - Square-foot panels.

Natural wood, 1/2 in (13 cm)

plywood panels permanently suspended from the rafters at
either end and at the middle of the long center axis of the
houses.

They were designed to represent the various unit-

area-count techniques that have been used.

The best way to

generate numbers from this technique was to watch the (active)
flies for the time it took to count the whole panel 3 times and
to average these results.

I found that this decreased the

overall variability among the 3 counts within any 1 house.
4 - Sticky tapes.

Three Aeroxon Fly-Catcher'" tapes were

hung along the long center axis and left in place for 1 h (mic!afternoon).

House flies were the only species counted.

5 - Visual index.

Each house was assigned to 1 of the 5

index classes after a walk-through inspection conducted by the
same person each week.
Each observation was associated with the appropriate index
number for its sampling date and house, and each technique was then
correlated with the visual

index

using Pearson

product-moment

correlations (Barr et al., 1976, p. 92).
Using untransformed c!ata,
highly correlated

(cc = J . 402) .

(CC= 0.552),

the square-foot panels were most
and the spot cards the least

Inspection of the raw data (on a variable axis)

-21showed that spot cards
the index data,
exaggerated.

follow~d

most closaly the "ups and downs" of

but thi:! magnitude of the changes was greatly
decided to transform the observations of all but the

index to (positive) square roots and retest the correlations.

The

square-foot panel still had the highest CC (0.652) and spot cards
had the lowest (0.453).

In fact, the rank of all 4 CC's did not

change (Scudder grill counts > sticky tapes for raw and transformed
data).
decided to repeat the 1980 study in 1981, with the addition of
mark-recapture data to compare all 5 monitoring methods with
"absolute" fly densities.

Because I was working on a small, isolated

concentration of house flies, and because the time elapsed between
the release of marked individuals and their recapture was only 1 h, I
assumed no immigration or emigration of adults from the study site
(either by eclosion,

death, or movement).

satisfied the requirements of this

study,

The Lincoln

index

but required minor

modification because I was adding marked flies to the population
rather than removing them, marking them, and re-releasing them.
Consider Fig. 2a, which represents the conditions upon which the
Lincoln index is based.

As one moves in time from left· to right, P'

(the population size from which we are removing individuals to mark
at the start of the test) becomes P" (the population size at the time
we recapture marked individuals).

We really never know P' and P".

What we do know is n · and n", the number of individuals removed
from the population and marked, and the number of individuals
(marked or unmarked) removed from the population in the second

--

-'7?-

a.

p"

p'

'-.n' ../

b.

<P' + r>

P"+ r
"- n''

Figure 2. Model of conditions upon which the Lincoln index and its
modification are based. "a" represents the true Lincoln index, "b"
the modification. See text for explanation. P' = ambient population
at start of procedure; P" = ambient popu!aiton after release of
marked individuals and before their recapture; n' = number removed
from p·, marked, and released; n'' = total number of individuals
recaptured; r = number of marked individuals added to P'.

-23sample.

The number of marked individuals recaptured (m") is a

subset of n" and is also known.
Blower et al.,

1981)

For long time intervals (>2 h,

between P' and

P'', the mathematics for

estimating P' and P" are different, but for short intervals they are
the same, viz.:
P' = P" = n'n"/m"

Since I was releasing laboratory-reared house flies into the
population, Fig. 2b replaces Fig. 2a as the model for the index.
have replaced n' with r to reinforce the idea that these are released
individuals.

The analogous equation is then
P'

r = rn "/m"

+

or
P' = (rn"/m") - r,
which is simply the basic index less the number of individuals
released.

In using this modification to compare estimated population

size with monitoring technique results
important to remember that P'

+

(or similar data),

it is

r is a dummy parameter used only

for computation purposes, and only P' is real.

Conversely, although

P" representS unmarked flies in the population after the marked ones
are allowed to mix in,

it is actually confounded with

practical (monitoring) purposes, and, hence, only P"
While it is still true that P'

+

r = P"

+

r for all
+

r is real.

r, this means nothing

-24biologically, and one must use separate equations to determine the
population size before and after the release of marked individuals
even though the time interval between P' and P" is short.
sufficiently small (a decision left to the individual:

If r is

recognized all r

>0.05P'), it may be either ignored or pooled with P'.
The last preliminary studies involved the actual marking method.
Norris (1957)

used fluorescent pigments to mark the ptilina of

Calliphorid flies as they emerged from the puparium.

My method

varied slightly from his and is discussed on page 62.
preliminary

studies to

test

the

ability to

recognize

did 3
marked

individuals, the degree of transfer of pigment from marked to
unmarked individuals, and the effect of storing marked individuals in
alcohol.
For the recognition study, several thousand house flies were
marked and held in a cage in the laboratory under normal rearing
conditions.

Two days after adult emergence, a sample ( n

= 164)

was

taken from the cage, anaesthetized with carbon dioxide, and examined
under a UV light source.
(pigment generally

Flies were classified as strongly marked

distributed. on

(pigment visible on ptilinal

integument),

weakly marked

suture, calypters and/or prothoracic

spiracle only), or internally marked (ptilinal suture had to be
ruptured to see pigment).
adult emergence (n = 316).

This procedure was repeated 5 days after
All flies were recognizable as marked.

Table 1 shows the distribution of flies into the 3 classes, for 2- and
5-day-old individuals.
For the transfer of pigment study, 500 2-day-old, marked flies

-25Table 1. Distribution of marked house flies into three classes, based
on the visibility of their marks.

CLASS
STRONG

WEAK

INTERNAL
ONLY

2 ·DAY· OLD

147

12

5

S·DAY·OLD

219

72

25

-26Table 2. Number of marl<.ed and unmuked house flies in transfer of
pigment study.

MARKED

UNMARKED

S·DAY·OLD

92

91.

11 ·DAY· OLD

121

120

-27and 500 2-day-old,

unmarked flies were confined together in a

screened cage, 30 X 30 X 30 cm with adequate food and water.
After 3 days,

a sample (n

examined for marks.

=

183) of flies

was withdrawn and

Six days later, a second sample (n = 241) was

withdrawn and examined.

Table 2 shows the number marked and

unmarked for the 5- and 11-day-old fly samples.

Because a UV light

source was used to withdraw the samples for this test, it may also be
concluded that the mark does not affect the house fly's affinity for
or ability to respond to this stimulus.

Note, however, that UV light

is used routinely to move flies in this colony, and there has probably
been prior selection for UV-sensitive individuals.
For the alcohol storage study, a sample ( n ca. 100) of 5-dayold, marked flies was anaesthetized and stored in 9590 ethanol for 1
wk.

The flies were then removed from the alcohol and allowed to dry

on paper toweling for 2 h, at which time they were examined for
marks.

One fly appeared to be marked externally in the room light,

but inspection under UV light did not confirm th is.

The pti Ii na of 4

individuals were exposed and examined with negative results.

The

head of a 5th individual was crushed and scraped onto a paper towel,
revealing only very faint fluorescence under UV light, and no others
were examined because of this evident lack of retention of the marks.
I concluded from these tests that the ptilinal marking method
satisfied the assumptions

of the

collected samples would have to

~e

Lincoln index,

and that field-

refrigerated rather than stored 1n

alcohol if I planned to count them at a time other than when they
were collected.

NUMEROSITY SIUDY
A. Introduction
To make the most efficient use of subjects (Ss), who were
exclusively students in the int;·oduct·.)ry psychology program at VP! &
SU, I designed a 3-session experiment with which I hoped to satisfy
my Objectives 1-3.

The first session,

involving all Ss, had Ss

estimate the number of dots on photographic transparencies ("2 X 2"
slides, hereafter called "slides") which I projected onto a screen for
3 sec each.

To satisfy Objective 1,

characterize their overall response.

used regression analysis" to
designed the slides with a

variable (white or pale gray) background, and each S answered a
questionaire which asked for age, sex, and a self evaluation of
experience

in

estimating

number.

Using

these

variables,

partitioned the overall responses in Session 1 into subgroups and
again used regression analysis to characterize the djfferent responses
of the subgroups (males vs. females,
background, etc.).

white background vs. gray

With this approach, I hoped to satisfy Objective

2, viz., the effect of certain variables on the naive response.
Sessions 2 and 3 were devoted to training, testing the effect of
training, and testing the retention of training, i.e.,

Objective 3.

Subjects were split into 3 similar. groups based on their performance
in Session 1.

Group 1 received no training, I trained Group 2 with

2 short series of slides which we discussed during the session, and I

4) Appendix 0, program 1 is the generalized program used to
generate all linear regression equations ir. this study.

-28-

-29trained Group 3 identically to Group 2, but I also gave them a
pamphlet with labelled facsimiles of siides in it.

They could use the

pamphlet du ring subsequent test sessions.
Immediately after training,
as they were tested in Session
the training programs.

tested each group in the same way
to examine the immediate effect of

Two weeks after the training session, all Ss

were recalled and tested in the same way as in Session 1.
B. Materials and Methods
I prepared a series of 121 slides in

cooperation with the

Learning Resources Center Photo Lab at VPI

&

SU.

The slides,

when projected, appear as a white (or, alternately, a pale gray)
square.

The white background

difference) as the gray.

is twice as bright

(1

f-stop

On the light square are a number of black

dots whose diameter is ca. 1/30 the length of a side of the square.
If n = the number of the slide (from 1 to 121), then any slide has
3n - 3 dots, except for slide #1, which has 1 dot.

will refer to

the number of dots on a slide as that slide's "value'' for clarity.
From this pool of slides, the test- and training-session presentations
for Objectives 1-3 were drawn.
I was given access to the "subject pool", organized by the VPI
&

SU Department of Psychology, by that department's Human Subject

Committee.

I requested 20 Ss by means of a sign-up sheet and

received 19 responses, 10 males and 9 females.
At our first meeting (Session 1, 19 January 1982), one of my
goals was to examine the nature of the naive response (Objective 1).
With all Ss present, I read the following statement:

-30-

"This is the first session of a 3-session experiment.
The objective of today's part of the test is to get a
preliminary reading en your ability, as a group, to
estimate numbers of things.
"We will use the data from this and the 2
subsequent sessions to contribute to a new pest control
strategy aimed initially at insect pests of livestock. The
goals of this new strategy include a more efficient use of
chemical pesticides by linking livestock pest control
measures to actual insect levels on livestock.
"You will be shown a slide like this (at this point a
sample slide was projected) 5 for 3 seconds. Your task is
to estimate the number of dots and write your estimate on
the sheet which I have distributed to you. Please notice
the order of the numbered spaces on your sheet. You
will see 68 slides, not counting this one which is only for
demonstration, and there will be a 7-second interval
between slides. We will take a short break after every
10 estimates.
"Because of the need for continuity between the 3
sessions, I would like to ask you to put your name on
the papers to the right of the space on the top line
which is marked "subject number". These results will
remain anonymous in all reports or publications
concerning this test;· your name is only needed for
continuity of data recording for the 3 sessions.
"Are there any questions?"
distributed a combined questionaire/response sheet (Appendix
B) which asked for S's age, sex, and a self-evaluation of S's
experience in estimating number (1 to 7 scale).
slides as described above.

I then presented the

I selected the 68 slides at random from

the pool of 121, and the actual slide valtJeS used in this session (and
all subsequent sessions) are listed in Appendix 3 in the same order
in which they were presented.

At the end of the session, several Ss

expressed an interest in knowing their results, to which I responded
by saying that all individual performances would be made available at

5) parenthetic remark not in original statement

-31the end of Session 3.
I pooled 6 the data (although

~ach

observation remained tagged

with the number of the S who made it) and deleted the responses of
S #l for reasons discussed in the Results section.
data

graphically

(Appendix

D,

program 2)

I examined the

and mathematically

(Appendix D, program 3) to see which regression model would be
most appropriate to describe the regression of estimates (EST) on
actual numbers (ACT).

The mathematical test gave R 2 values for all

combinations of ACT i/ 2 , ACT, ACT 2 ,
EST.

and ACT 3 as predictors of

I chose R 2 because it is the proportion of variability in the

data which is accounted for by the regression model: it describes
how well the model "fits" the data.

EST = ACT, a linear response,

was selected as the most likely model (see Results) and was used
throughout this study.
I then regressed EST onto ACT, using the 1224 observations
from Session 1.

I used regression analysis throughout to examine

and to compare accuracy

(intercept and

(standard error of regression, SER).
Torrie,

slope)

and precision

used the t-test (Steel and

1960) to compare the slopes of regression lines.

Perfect

estimates fall on the line EST= ACT, which passes through the
origin and has a slope of 1.

I compared each regression coefficient

(slope) with '1' as part of my analysis, using the test offered by
Kramer (1972).

generated confidence limits for each regression

6) Unless indicated otherwise, I did all data manipulation and analysis
using CMS (Conversational Monitoring System) software and SAS
(Statistical Analysis System) packages on an I BM System 360/370
VM/SP (Virtual Monitor/System Product) computer

-32coefficient (Weisberg, 1980).
While the SER is a convenient way of comparing the "scatter"
around a regression line (its units are the units of the y-axis, EST),
I used (SER) 2 to test mathematicaliy for differences in variance
between lines.

The squared SER is analogous to a variance, and it

is the error mean-square in regression analysis.

It represents the

sum of the squared residuals (deviations of each actual observation
from the predicted regression line in units of the y-axis), divided by
its degrees of freedom (n - 1).

A variance is the sum of the

squared deviations from a mean (not a line), divided by n - 1, but if
you

imagine a

regression

line with slope = 0 and all of the

observations taken at the same x-value, the analogy (identity?)
becomes apparent.

The ratio of 2 (SER) 2 s is an F-statistic, and

generated the probability of making a type I error (under the null
hypothesis:

(SER)2 ( 1)

= (SER)2 (2))

using a Tl

Programmable 59'M

calculator with an Applied Statistics Module 2"' solid··state software
package.
I have included the R 2 values for all regression equations as an
indicator of how well the EST = ACT model fits the data.

R 2 tends

also to be inversely proportional to the SER, but there are no tests
that I have been able to find which allow one to make comparisons of
R 2 values between 2 regression lines.
For all

regression

analyses

predicting

y-intercepts

not

significantly different from 0, I generated an equation which forced

7) Since the point (average ACT, average EST) must be on the

-33the regression line through the origin 7 •

This rotated equation makes

it easier to visualize the relationship between EST and ACT and is
presented for that purpose only: all tests and inference are drawn
from the original, unrotated regression lines.

I have included a test

of the difference of this rotated slope from the original, and this test
is also from Kramer (1972).
To test the effect of S sex,

background density of slides

(referred to here as contrast), and S experience,

partitioned the

responses in Session 1 into appropriate subgroups.

I first separated

the data into males' (M) and females' (F) responses and regressed
EST onto ACT for each.
Working again with the whole data, I created two new subsets,
one of which was all observations made on white slides (W) and the
other all made on gray (G).
subsets.

I regressed EST onto ACT for these 2

For both cases (M vs. F, W vs. G), I tested the slopes

and SERs against each other under the null hypothesis that they
were equal.
I tested the response of M and

F at the 2 contrast levels

independently by partitioning the original data into 4 subgroups,
viz. , M/W, Ml G , F/W, and FIG .
There was little difference in Ss self-evaluation of experience in
estimating

number:

all

but 1 considered

themselves

relatively

inexperienced (categories 1 - 4 on the 7-point scale), so the responses of the lowest 9 Ss were compared against the highest 9

regression line, and we are placing the point (0,0) on the line by
definition, the new slope is average EST /average ACT.

-34rather than subdividing it further.

This meant placing 2 of those Ss

who evaluated themselves in category 2 into the higher subgroup and
2 into the lower.

I compared the regression equations of these 2

subgroups.
The training program (Objective 3) involved the use of all 3
sessions' data.

scored each observation in Session 1, using the

formula
SCORE = (ACT - EST)/ ACT (absolute value)
This

is

the percentile

deviation

of

each

estimate

from

its

corresponding actual number, and it assigns equal weight to estimates
made at all actual numbers, regardless of their position on the
absdssa.

generated a single, average score for each S and ranked

these averages.

Beginning with the lowest scoring S, I distributed

the Ss into 3 groups (in the order 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, ... etc).
I used an analysis of variance CANOVA) to test for homogeneity of
scores among groups (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969).
scheduled 3 consecutive, 1 h sessions to meet with the 3
groups and notified each S of his (group's) appointment time (either
1, 2, or 3 pm, 28 January 1982).

Although each group was met with

individually, I will refer to these 3 sessions as Session 2.

Group 1,

the first to meet during Session 2, was the control group (but see
below) and received only another test of 68 slides (not the same
slides as in Session 1, but drawn from the same pool of 121, see
Appendix C).

I modified my introductory remarks as follows:

-35"This is the sacond session of a 3-session
experiment. The objective of today's part of the test is
to see if repeated attempts at visual estimation are
enough, in themselves, to improve the accuracy and
precision of your estimates as a group.
"This and the other 2 groups were formed in the
following way: all 1292 estimates from last week's test
were encoded on a computer and each estimate was
compared to the corresponding c.ctual number and given a
score. The 68 scores generated b~.- each of the 19 people
participating in the test were averaged, creating a single
score for each person.
These 19 scores were then
ranked from smallest to largest by the computer and dealt
out, like playing cards, into 3 groups so that each group
contains a mixture of low, medium, and high scores.
Incidentally, a medium score in this system reflects the
greatest accuracy. The codes were then scrambled and
printed out so that, in decoding the groups back into
your names, I did not know your ranking 8 •
"Most, if not all, persons involved in livestock
entomology rely heavily on visual estimates in their
research (if that's their field) or in assessing the status
of their pest control measures if they are producers.
Their sole training is accomplished by repetition with no
feedback concerning their accuracy or precision. Your
group will simulate this condition, in a limited way.
Today you will be shown slides like this again (here a
sample slide was projected), and your task is to estimate
the number of dots, as before . . Again, please indicate
your name at the top of the sheet.
You will see 68
slides for 3 seconds each with a 7-second interval
between them, and we'll take a short break after each 10
estimates.
"From this point on, it is important that you don't
discuss this session with members of the other groups.
Some of the effects which we are testing amount to very
small bits of information, and transfer of information
between groups from this point on could easily negate the
time and energy which we have al ready expended.
I
cannot stress enough how important it is that we don't
discuss this session with the other subjects until the end
of our last meeting, on February 9th, at which time I'll
answer any and all questions concerning any aspect of
this test."

8) I actually did all this without the computer, but I
wished to present the impression of anonymity to Ss so
that they would not ask me for details about their
individual performances prematurely.

-36Group 2 was given a slide-training program during Session 2, in
addition to the 68-slide test.

My introductory statement to this

group was
"This is the second session of a 3-session
experiment. The objective of today's part of the test is
to see if we can improve our estimates of number with a
short training session.
(then repeated paragraph 2 of the statement to
Group 1)
"Most, if not all, persons involved in livestock
entomology rely heavily on visual estimates in their
research (if that's their field) or in assessing the status
of their pest control measures if they are producers.
Their sole training is accomplished by repitition with no
feedback concerning their accuracy or precision. Today
you will estimate 15 dot slides, and then we'll go back
over them and I'll tell you their true values. You'll be
able to see if you tend to under- or overestimate, or if
you do better at higher or lower true values. We'll then
do 10 additional slides in the same manner: first you
estimate them, then we'll go over them.
Finally, you'll
be tested on 68 slides which you'll see for 3 seconds with
a 7-second interval between them, similar to last week's
test.
(then repeated the last paragraph of the statement
to Group 1)"
I gave each S a scrap sheet for use in the training period, and
collected it from them before the test slides were begun.

selected

the training slides to represent "round" numbers which had values
within

th~

range of those which they would see in the test slides.

The session

was conducted as

I described in the introductory

statement to the group, and the 68 test slides were the same slides,
in the same order, as those for Group 1.
Group 3 was given a slide and pamphlet training program during
Session 2,

in addition

to the 68-slide test.

My

introductory

statement to Group 3 was the same as for Group 2, except I added

-37the following paragraph just before the final paragraph in Group 2's
statement:
"In addition, I've prepared these pamphlets to help
you with your estimation.
Use them throughout this
session, including the testing phases, and keep them to
use in the final session in 2 weeks. As you can see,
they depict certain ··round" numbers as they might
appear in one of the dot slides, and you should use
these as reference points when you make your estimates
from now on."
The pamphlet to which I refer is an instructionless set of
illustrations (Appendix E) designed to serve as a source of reference
points for Ss to use while estimating numbers.

It contains ca. 3.5 X

3.5 cm facsimiles of slides depicting values of 10, 25, 50, 75, 100,
150, 200, 250, 300, and 350.

The session was conducted as I

described in the introductory statement to the group, and the 68 test
slides which ended the session were the same slides,
order, as those for Groups 1 and 2.

in the same

The training slides used were

the same as those used for Group 2.
Before dismissing each group, I reinforced the idea that it was
important not to discuss this session's proceedings with members of
the other groups.

The values of the slides used in the training

presentations and the 68-slide test for this session are given in
Appendix C.

The same response sheets were used as in Session 1,

but the questionaire area was not utilized.
Twelve days after Session 2 (9 February 1982) I met with all Ss
at noon for Session 3.
session:

I read the following statement to begin the

-38"This is the third and last session of a 3-session
experiment. The objective of today's part of the test is
to get an idea of the persistence of the training to which
you were exposed.
"If you received one of these pamphlets the last time
we met, please have it ready now and put all other
materials aside. If you were given a pamphlet at the last
meeting but do not have it here, please let me know, and
I'll give you another one. Those who did not get a
pamphlet last time should put all materials aside now.
"Please put your name at the top of your response
sheets.
"Today you will be shown slides like this again (a
demonstration slide was projected at this point) for 3
seconds. Your task is to estimate the number of dots
and write your estimates on the sheet. You'll see 68
slides, not including this one which is only for
demonstration, and there will be a 7-second interval
between slides. We'll take a short break after every 10
estimates, and we should be finished in 15 minutes.
"Please remember to bring up your pink sheets when
we're done since this is our last meeting.
Also, I've
analyzed some of the earlier data and will be glad to
discuss it with you either immediately after this session
or at some other time if you want to drop in my office in
room 205C 9 •
"Any questions?"
then distributed p;:imph lets to those members of Group 3 who
did not bring their own, and I administered a final, 68-slide test.
These slides were again not the same as those used in Session 1 or
Session 2, but were drawn from the same pool.
listed in Appendix C.

Their values are

I answered (surprisingly few) questions at

the end of this session, none of which pertain to the outcome of this
study except the comments of S #l, discussed at the beginning of the
Results section.

9) pink sheets were sheets which guaranteed credit for
these students for participating as Ss in experiments.
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responses to Session

2 and

identically unless indicated otherwise.

Session 3

were treated

i partitioned the Session

data into 3 subgroups which I called Incipient Groups (!Groups) 1,
2, and 3.

They contair. the Session 1 responses of those Ss who

would eventually be in Groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and they
served as a second control against which I was able to compare the
data from Sessions 2 and 3.

The !Groups for Sessions 2 and 3 did

not necessarily contain the same Ss there was attrition between
meetings, so the !Group for Session 2 may contain more Ss than that
for Session 3.

In the same manner, I also created !Groups from the

Session 2 data to use for comparison with Session 3.

regressed

EST onto ACT for each group and !Group and tested for differences
in slope between training methods and controls.
case,

refers to

Controls, in this

Group 1 data, but I also tested each group's

performance against their !Group's responses in Session

to offset

any improvement in the Group 1 data caused by either 1) repetition
(unlikely) or 2) information leaked from Groups 2 and 3 (probably).
The indicators of performance remain the same:

slope as an indicator

of accuracy and SER as an indicator of precision.
Finally, the regression equations for all 3 groups in Session 3
were tested against those of their !Group in Session 2 primarily to
see if the pamphlet was a necessary part of the training program, or
if Ss were able to perform equally well after a time lapse, having
only had one slide-training session.
C. Results

-40By speaking to Ss after Sessio11 3, I discovered that S #1 (only)
had, instead of estimating, quickly counted the dots along 1 edge of
each slide and squared that value to reach his "estimate".

Since his

responses diverged from the pattern shown by the remaining Ss, I
felt that in his explanation I had found a valid reason to purge his
responses from the data.

All data presented herein do not include

the responses of S #1.
The R 2 values for the 15 proposed regression models for the
Session 1 data varied from 0.5038 (EST= ACT 3 ) to 0.5651 for the
model including all 4 variables, with that for EST = ACT being
0.5615.

I feel that the addition of only 0.0036 to the R 2 value (a

0. 64°0 increase) does not justify increasing the complexity of the
model.
The linear equation resulting from the regression of the Session
data is 10
EST = 0.4419

+

0. 7462(ACT),

with R 2 = 0.5615 and SER = 68.9853.

Forcing this equation through

the origin yields
EST = 0. 7487(ACT)
The regression equations testing the effect of S sex on their
responses to Session 1 testing are as follows:

the equations for

males (M) is

10) all parameters :md descriptive statistics reported in this section
a re summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Regression statistics for all regression analyses, with
pertinent tests of significance (SER = standard error of regression).
SESSION l DATA

SOUR CL

ALL DATA

n

-1224

b (intercept)
t Y5: Conf. Int.

0. 4419 ± 7. ~298

0

b

-

b' (sloµe)

= O? ! 95X Co11f. Int.

yes

0.7462 ± 0.0370

-

b' = H

no

R2

b

---

--- 68.9853

0.7487

yes

0.5615

SER

(rotated t))

b =

Md les

612

5. 8238

io

7. 3950

yes

0.6936

0.0363

no

0.6968

47. 9071

0. 7269

yes

females

612

-4.9399

t

13.0510

yes

0. 7989 ± 0.0640

no

0.4946

85.5479

0. 7706

yes

White

486

2.2427

i

10.9417

yes

0.7478 t 0.0574

no

0. 5739

66.5571

0.1618

yes

Grey

738

-1.2733 ± 10.3353

yes

0.7482 ! 0.0487

no

0.5510

70.5949

0.74U

yes

M/<J

243

9.2940

t

10.7103

yes

0.6593

t

0.0562

no

0.6870

46.0677

0.717?

f/l)

M/G

36~

1. 6417

t

10. 152 3

yes

0.7126

t

0.0480

no

0.6983

49.0341

0. 7324

yes

f/W

243

-4.8086 ! 18.7486

yes

0.8364 ± 0.0983

no

0. 5354

80.6424

0. 80c.4

yes

F/G

369

-6.1883

17.9987

ye;

0.7837

0.0850

no

0.4710

86.9315

0.7501

yes

Low Exp.

612

7. 9206

yes

0.6739 ± 0.0389

no

0.6537

51. 3634

0.6G•J3

yes

ll1yh Exp.

612

-0.24<6

i

12. 43'!5

yes

0.8185 ± 0.0611

no

0.5307

80.5859

0.8171

yes

!Group 1

408 .

-1.1931

t

9.9153

yes

0.6940 t 0.0487

no

0.6579

52.4469

*

!Group 2

'.l40

-2.8198 t 19.7740

yes

0.8512 ± 0.0971

no

0. 4663

95.4815

*

iGroup 3

340

4.7201 ! 11.0638

yes

0.6755

no

0.6374

53.4227

*

*

*

*

*

t

l. 1264 i

t

t

for Session 2:

t

O.C544

*

for Session 3:
!Group 1

340

-3.5959

10.8325

yes

0.6824 ! 0.0532

no

0. 6511

52.3060

I Group 2

272

-4.1006 ! 24.2152

yes

0.8924

t

0.1189

yes

0 .4449

104.5813

!Group 3

340

yes

0.675~ t

0.0544

no

0.6374

53.4227

4.7201

t

t

ll .0638

(CONT I r1urn)

o?

I
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Table 3. Regression statistics for all regression
pertinent tests of significance (continued).

SOURCE

n

t

b (intercept)
9~'.t

Conf. Int.

b = O?

u'

(slope)

t 95S Conf. Int.

b' = l?

analyses,

with

b

R2

SlR

(rotated ti')

0. 7339

---

b = 0·1

SESSION 2 DA TA
lirouµ l

408

-9.8758 t 11.6977

ye>

0.7854 t 0.0536

no

0.6699

57.4879

Group 2

34l)

13.4494 t 8.0965

no

0.9161

!:

0.0371

no

0.8738

36. 3629

*

liroup 3

340

Z0.8230 ! 7.1617

JIO

0.8734

t

0.0328

no

0.8894

32 .1680

•

IGruuµ 1

340

-14.4235 t 13.6421

no

0.8253 t 0.0626

no

0. 6643

61.1887

J(iroup 2

272

13.5267 t 9.4088

no

0.9156

t

0.0431

no

0.8650

37.7954

iGrouµ 3

340

20.8230t7.1625

nu

0.8734

t

0.0328

no

0.8894

32. 1680

.

*

*

yes

*

SESSION 3 DATA
-5.0318 ± 14.3019

G1·oup 1

340

Group 2

272

2.8564

i

Grouµ 3

340

14.9705

t

yes

0.7589

0.0674

no

0.5905

65.0790

0. 7318

yes

10.2422

yes

0.8630 ± 0.0482

no

0.8198

41. 6855

0.8783

yes

7.3362

no

0.8638 t 0.0346

no

0.8765

33.3824

*

•

t

~

N
I
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EST= 5.3238

0.6936(ACT),

+

with R 2 = 0.6968 and SER= 47.9071, and that for females (F) 1s
EST= -4.9399
with

+

0.798S(ACT),

R 2 = 0.4946 and SER = 85.5479.

Forcing these equations

through the origin, the rotated equations
EST = 0. 7269(ACT)
for M, and
EST
for F are generated.
difference (SD)
10- 10 ) .

= 0. 7706(ACT)

The M and F slopes showed a significant

(0.001 < P <0.01), as

did their

variances (P <

Females were more accurate, but less precise 11 •

The effect of contrast on the Session 1 responses is described
by
EST = 2.2427

+

0. 7478(ACT)

for responses to slides with white backgrounds (W), and
EST

= -1 . 2 733

+

0 . 7482 ( ACT)

for slides with gray backgrounds (G).
486 observations and has R 2

= 0. 5739

The W equation is based on
and SER = 66. 5571.

11) the results of all comparisons are summarized

in

Table 4.

The G

-44equation is based on 738 observations and has R 2 = 0. 5510 and SER =
70.5949.

Forcing these through the origin yields
EST = 0. 7618(ACT)

for W, and
EST = 0. 7412(ACT)
for G.

The W and G regression lines were very similar, with no

significant difference (NSD)

12

in either slope or variance.

Partitioning these data further,

M responses to W slides are

described by
EST = 9.2940

+

0.6593(ACT),

with R 2 = 0.6870 and SER= 46.0677,

based on 243 observations.

Their responses to G slides are described by
EST= 3.6417

0.7126(ACT),

+

with R 2 = 0.6983 and SER= 49.0341,

based on 369 observations.

Females' responses to W slides are described by
EST = -4.8086

+

0.8364(ACT),

with R 2 = 0.5354 and SER = 80.6424,

based on 243 observations.

Their response to G slides is described by
EST = -6. 1883

+

12) NSD 1s defined here as P > 0. 05

0. 7837(ACT)

I

-45Table 4. Comparisons of ras;;·ession equations, numerosity study.
b' = slope; ts and Fs are test statistics; (SER) 2 = error mean square
of regression; P>F is predicted alpha level. Alpha level for t-test is
0.05).

b' = b'2·7

...

(SER1 )2 = (srn2)2?

*

p>F

COMPARE

WITH

Males

Females

no

2.8025

no

3.1146

1.0

White

Gray

yes

0.0088

yes

1.1250

0.10

M/W

M/G

yes

1. 3977

yes

1. 1329

0.15

F/W

F/G

yes

0.7818

yes

1.1620

0.10

M/W

F/W

no

3.0643

no

3. 0643

1.0

M/G

F/G

yes

1 .4275

no

3.1431

4.0

Low Exp.

High C:xp.

no

3.9129

no

2.4616

1.0

Group 2

Group l

no

3. 7734

no

2.4994

2.0

Group 3

Group 1

no

2.6089

no

3. 1938

1.0

Group 2

Group 3

yes

1.6865

no

l. 2778

0.01

Group 1

!Group 1

no

2.4724

no

1. 2015

0.032

Group 2

IGroup 2

yes

l. 2217

no

6.8948

3.5

3

:Group 3

no

6.1045

no

2.7581

1.0 x 10·10

Group 2

Group l

no

2.3486

no

2.4391

2.C X 10- 12

Group 3

Group 1

no

2.7156

no

3.8006

1 .o

x io·10

Group 2

Graue 3

yes

0.0296

no

1. 5582

5.0

x 10·5

Group 1

!Group 1

yes

1. 7498

no

1. 5480

3.0

Group 2

iGroup 2

yes

0.4465

no

5. 2942

4.0

x 10·5
x 10·11

Gro~p

l

ts

Fs

x io- 10

x 10- 12
x 10·12
x 10·11
x 10·10
x 10- 10

x 1o-11

Group 3

!Group 3

no

5.7099

no

2.5610

2.0 X ia·lO

Group 1

i2Grouo l

yes

1.4161

yes

1. 1312

0.1288

Group 2

I2Group 2

yes

l. 5942

yes

1.2164

0.054

Group 3

I2Grouc 3

yes

0. 5465

yes

l. 0769

0.248

*ts and F5 defined in text

l

[

l
f

SESSION 1

SESSION 2

l

L

SESSION 3
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with R 2 = 0.4710 and SER= 86.9315,

based on 369 observations.

Forcing these last 4 regression equations th rough the origin yields
EST = 0. 7172(ACT)
for M/W 13 ,
EST = 0. 7324(ACT)
for MIG,
EST = 0.8064(ACT)
for F/W. and
EST
for F/G data.

Males estimated W and G slides equally well with NSD

for any parameter.
slides.

= 0. 7501 (ACT)

Females, too, showed NSD in response to W or G

There was a SD in slopes and variances between M and F

estimates of W slides.

The F response was more accurate 0. 01 >P >

0.001) but less precise (P < 10- 12 ).

Males and F were equally

accurate estimating G slides, but their variances were

SD

(P < 10- 11 )

with males, again, more precise.

13) the original intercept for males estimating white slides was almost
significantly different from 0 at alpha = 0.05, a fact which 1)
accounts for the large change in slope when rotating the line and 2)
should be considered when comparing these rotated equations.

-47Testing the response af persons with low experience (LE)
against those with highP.r experience (HE),

I found the regression

equation for the LE group to be
EST= 1.1264

+

0.6739(ACT),

with R 2 = 0.6537, SER = 51.3634, and n = 612, and that for the HE
group
EST= -0.2426
with

R2

= 0.5307,

+

0.8185(ACT),

SER = 80.5859, and n = 612.

Forcing these

th rough the origin yields
EST

= 0. 6803 (ACT)

EST

= 0.8171 (ACT)

for the LE group and

for the HE group.

The slopes of the 2 groups were SD (P < 0.001)

as were the variances (P < 10- 10 ) .

The LE group is more precise,

the HE group more accurate.
The remainder of this section concerns results from the training
of Ss and involves the use of data from all 3 sessions.

Keep in mind

that the !Groups to which I will refer are alternative control groups
to the untrained Group 1.

The !Groups (incipient groups) are

composed of the same persons who are in the group to which the
!Group is being compared, but the observations from the !Group are

-48taken from an earlier session.

This allows me to compare a group's

performance against its own prior performance.
I have not partitioned the Session 2 and Session 3 data into
sex, experience level, or contrast subgroups.

While this would

provide interesting information on, e.g., the response of males vs.
females to my training programs, I feel that too many comparisons
made with the same data would jeopardize the accuracy of my
postulated alpha levels.

have instead only tested training programs

against one another and against !Groups.
From the Session

2 test,

then,

which

was administered

immediately after the training sessions, the regression equation for
Group 1 (untrained) is
EST

= -9. 8758

+

0. 7854(ACT),

with R 2 = 0.6699, SER= 57.4879, and n = 408.

That for Group 2

(slide training) is
EST = 13.4494 .. 0.9161(ACT),
with R 2 = 0.8738, SER

= 36.3629,

and n = 340, and that for Group 3

(slide and pamphlet training) is
EST = 20.8230

+

0.8734(ACT),

with R 2 = 0.8894, SER = 32.1680, and n = 340.
equations have intercepts SD from 0,
through the origin.

The latter 2

so I did not rotate them

The rotated equation for Group 1 is
EST = 0. 7339(ACT)

-49-

The

regression

statistics

for

the

corresponding

!Groups

(constructed from Session 1 data) are listed in Table 3;

it is

unnecessary to present them here as they do not represent "real"
treatments.

Comparing Group 2 to Group 1, both slope and variance

are SD (P < 0.01 for slope, P < 10- 9 for variance).

The comparison

of Group 2 with !Group 2 shows NSD between slopes, but a highly
SD (P < 10- 10 )

in variance.

In all cases, the SDs reflect an

improvement in the performance of Group 2 over the controls.
Group 3 improved in both accuracy (0.001 < P < 0.01) and
precision (P < 10- 9 ) compared to Group 1.

Compared with IGroup 3,

the results were similar: a marked improvement in both accuracy
(P << 0.001) and precision (P < 10- 9 ) .
Group 2 and Group 3 showed the
variance (P < 0.01).

sam~

slope and different

The precision of Group 3 was just slightly

better than that of Group 2 (compare the probability level for this
comparison with those of the preceding comparisons of variance to see
that this is an extremely slight difference in the context of this
study).
Group 1, the controls, were compared to IGroup 1 and were
found to have a slightly better slope (closer to '1', 0.01 < P < 0.02)
and slightly higher variance (0.03 < P < 0.04).

Again,

context of this study these are very slight changes.

in the

In fact, the

test statistics for both the t-test of slope and the F-test of variance
were in both cases the lowest of any that I generated which still
rejected the null hypothesis.

-50The Session 3 data, collected 12 days after the training session,
were first analyzed the same way as that of Session 2.

The

regression equation for Group 1 is
EST = -5.0318
with R 2

= 0.5905,

+

0. 7589(ACT),

SER = 65.0790, and n = 340.
EST = 2.8564

+

0.8630(ACT),

with R 2 = 0.8198, SER= 41.6855, and n = 272.
EST= 14.9705
with

+

That for Group 2 is

That for Group 3 is

0.8638(ACT),

R 2 = 0.8765, SER = 33.3824, and n

= 340.

The rotated

equations for Groups 1 and 2 are, respectively,
EST = 0. 7318(ACT)

.

and
EST = 0.8783(ACT)
The intercept for Group 3 is not equal to 0, so I did not rotate
it th rough the origin.

Comparisons among the 3 groups for this

session revealed that Group 1 was significantly less accurate than
Groups 2 or 3 (0.01 < P < 0.02 and 0.001 < P < 0.01, respectively)
and also less precise (P < 10- 10 for both).

The accuracy of Groups

2 and 3 were NSD, but Group 3 was more precise than Group 2 (P <

5.ox10-s).

-51I compared these regression lines with their respective !Groups
from Session 1 when none were trained and found that Group 1 had

the same slope as its IGroup, but its variance was greater (it was
less precise than !Group 1, P < 3 X 10- 5 ),
had NSD in slope compared with

Group 2, surprisingly,

!Group 2.

Note in Table 3,

however, that the SER for !Group 2 (from Session 1 for Session 3) is
the highest measured in this study.

This variability implies that

!Group 2's accurate slope might be a fortuitous average of wild
guesses rather than accurate estimation.
(P < 4 X 10- 11 ) .

The variances were SD

Group 3 was more accurate than !Group 3 (P «

0.001) and more precise (P < 2 X

io-

10 )'.

My final comparisons, those which test the retention of training,
involve the 3 groups in Session 3 and their corresponding !Groups
from Session 2.

I refer to the latter as 12Groups to distinguish them

from the !Groups discussed up to this point, all of which have been
constructed from

Session

(untrained)

data.

The

regression

statistics for the 12Groups are listed in Table 3 as part of Session 2.
All 3 groups showed NSD from their respective 12Groups in either
slope or variance.

The F-test for variance equality is just barely

acceptable (P = 0.054) in the comparison of Group 2 with 12Group 2.
Like the case comparing these same groups in Session 2,

in the

context of this study a P near 0.05 is many orders of magnitude
greater than we expect for rejection of the null hypothesis.
D. Conclusions
Objective 1

-52The characterization of the respor.se of naive subjects (Ss) when
estimating numbers in the range 0 - 360 under the circumstances of
this test are described by the equation
EST = 0.4419

+

0. 7462(ACT)

This predictor is based on 1224 observations, with an equal
number of males and females participating.

Since we usually will

know the estimate, rather than the actual number, and since it is
valid to assume that the equation above passes through the origin, a
more useful form suggests itself:
ACT = 1.3(EST)
Since the variance of the data around this regression line is
significantly large (R 2 is only 0.5615) this "correction factor" should
probably be applied only to large data sets (>500 observations?),
such as those generated by field tests for fly control involving
several herds of cattle over an extended period of time.
The data suggest that observations in the real number range of
0 - 10 are independent of the remaining observations, and the former
are likely perfect guesses.

When estimating real flies in the black

box study, 28.690 (n = 14) of Ss produced a flat-line response above
real values of ca. 150.
Several

Their estimates tn this range were ca. 62.

elements which

may

help

to explain this flat-line

response and its absence in tests using dots instead of real flies may
be suggested.

First there is the nature of the target object itself.

-53A fly is not a dot: it moves, it is shaped differently, and it evokes
in people emotional responses which ara :ict associated with dots.
Does one or a combination of these factors cause people to perceive
fly numbers differently than dot numbers?

I feel that this question

should be answered before further testing is done using dot patterns
with the intention of applying the results to entomological problems.
It may be that different groups of organisms (used as target
organisms in numerosity studies) will generate different responses
and, therefore, different correction factors.

Ideally some simulation

of these organisms will be possible to promote facility in testing.
Second, the pattern of dots on the prepared slide set was
different from the typical pattern of flies seen in the black box
study.

While the former was a dispersed, 2-dimensional pattern, the

latter usuall.y produced a clumped pattern, always in 3 dimensions.
The

clumping

and

3-dimensional

characteristics

were

actually

somewhat synergistic in their detrimental effect: the the more the
flies clump, the more they are forced into the third dimension and
risk being eclipsed by more proximal individuals.

When seen on

cattle, flies are effectively in 2 dimensions (albeit on a curved plane)
since none risks being eclips·ed by another except on rare occasions.
In this respect, and also since flies on cattle are rarely clumped
(although they are restricted to certain areas), the prepared slides
simulate more accurately than the black box study what is seen in
the field.

-54Thi rd, the prepared slides and the black box testing were done
under very different conditions, anc this may have contributed to
the difference in observed responses between the two.

The black

box study was a more personal situation, with one S being tested by
the experimenter who,

by necessity,

stood only 1 m from the S.

Testing was done in a lit room with a second "official" present, viz.,
the person operating the containment end of the apparatus.

The

slide study was done in a darkened room with a group of Ss, and the
experimenter stood at the front of the room,
from Ss by a laboratory bench.

All future testing should be

standardized with respect to these variables:
system more efficient.

separated physically

I found the latter

Future investigation of these 3 elements may

help to explain the observed flat-line response generated by certain
~s

in the black box study.

Objective 2

Doubling the density of the background against which the black
dots were viewed has no effect on estimates.
continued

increase of background

density

It is obvious that

(which,

doubled ad

absurdum, would mean viewing black dots on a black background)

will eventually have an effect, but the levels tested here showed
none.

Unfortunately,

livestock entomologists very often have to

estimate the number of black flies on an equally black animal.
leave it to future research to determine a way to resolve the targets
in that case.

Once the targets are visible, however, the findings

presented here should enable one to estimate their number with
greater accuracy and precision.

-55Males and females showed a different overall naive response.
Females' estimates were more accu ra-i:e, but they lacked the precision
of the males'.

Precision is the important element.

With precise

estimates, a correction factor may be confidently applied.
of darts thrown

A number

randomiy into the wall around a dartboard may

"average out'' to some point 3 cm to the right of the bullseye.

The

same number of darts thrown into a 1 cm circle, 25 cm to the right
of the bullseye is easier to correct, even though the first set was
more "accurate", statistically.
The majority of the difference in accuracy between males and
females is attributable to their responses to white slides (slides with
white backgrounds).

Their accuracy was the same for grey slides,

and the females were consistently more imprecise (with a standard
deviation approximately double that of the males in all-cases).
A similar situation
levels.

exists between

the different experience

Those who considered themselves less experienced were more

precise than those who rated themselves in the higher categories.
The latter group, however, was more accurate.
The

results

of the analyses

suggest a trade-off between

accuracy and precision, and the data from the black-box study may
help to explain this.

I think that the key to interpreting this

apparent trade-off lies with those subjects who generated the flat-line
response.

Subjects,

base their estimates,

with nothing in their experience on which to
rely on a limited repertoire of responses.

Once

they are unable actually to count the dots, they pick a number to

-56represent "a few more than I -:an cou:-it" and another to represent "a
few more than that",

et cetera.

The fiat-line response is an

exaggeration of this with all numbers above 150 being grouped into
the same class, i.e., ca. 62.

This would agree with the comments on

information theory presented in the Literature Review section.

It

also explains the precision that I have found in those whose estimates
are inaccurate.

If one repeats the same (wrong) number again and

again, one is precise.
The results of training eliminate this phenomenon.
Objective 3

Both training programs increased the accuracy and the precision
of estimates.
variances.

The 2 programs produced the same slope and similar
Before I conclude that the programs were equally

effective, I would like to discuss the choice of probability levels for
these tests.

Traditionally, being 9590 certain that one should reject

the null hypothesis is the confidence level of choice.
throughout this study.

I have used it

One needs to be flexible, however, when, as

in the case with these tests of variance equality, the general
predicted level of certainty, based on the calculated F-statistic, is on
the order of 10- 10

•

Under these conditions, a predicted level of

certainty of "only" 0.01 arouses one's suspicions.

I feel safe in

accepting the null hypothesis in this case and declaring the increase
in precision resulting from the 2 training methods to be equal.
The control

group showed an

decrease in precision in Session 2.

increase in accuracy and a
The major improvement in Groups

-572 and 3 over their respective IGroups was in precision.
increases in R. 2 values and decreases
pattern of estimates.

Group 3

Dramatic

in SERs point to a tighter

also improved in accuracy and,

although there was no improvement in accuracy in Group 2 over its
!Group, that is probably due to the !Group's good performance
rather than Group 2's lack thereof.

(The scoring method which

used to generate the groups was apparently insensitive to this.
the future,

In

I would suggest, one would be better using individual

regression equations to form the groups.)

This same effect of a

high-scoring IGroup 1s felt when this same IGroup is compared to
Group 2's responses in Session 3.

With th is exception, the Session 3

data are as one would expect: trained groups outperformed controls
1n both precision and accuracy.
Of special interest in Session 3 data is the comparison made with
12G roups.

In all 3 cases the performances were identical.

This

suggests that the pamphlet may not be necessary, and slide-training
may be sufficient.

The correction factor after training, as derived

from the regression lines of Session 3 data for Groups 2 and 3 is
ACT = 1. 1 (EST),
which does introduce some error, since the line for Group 3 has a yintercept different from 0.

The increased precision of the data from

which this equation is derived makes this a more valuable tool than
the correction factor derived from the estimates of naive subjects.
They certainly do not appear very different, but the value of the

-58new correction factor lies in the fact that it may be applied to any
set of observations made by trained ob:;ervers and not only to large
data sets.

HOUSE FLY MONITORING STUDY
A. Introduction
In the summer of 1981, I conducted a study on the Tate farm,
similar to that conducted in 1980 and discussed in the Preliminary
Studies section.

There were several important differences in 1981.

First, only 2 houses were available for use instead of 4.

This limited

the replication possible in the study, but I would have been able to
use only 2 houses with confidence anyway because of limitations in
the marking procedure.
dispersal between houses,
house.

Since there was the possibility of fly
I used a different colored mark in each

Under UV light, it is difficult to distinguish between red and

orange pigment and between

yellow and green.

Blue was not

considered because house flies produce excretory products which
fluoresce blue under UV light.
The second difference is, of course, the fact that I used a
mark-release-recapture (MRR)

program in addition to the weeky

monitoring of each house's fly population with standard monitoring
methods.

Th is enabled me not only to compare the 4 monitoring

methods with the visual index (as in the preliminary study), but to
compare all 5 methods with absolute house fly numbers.
Because of the error associated with MRR data, I elected to use
correlation analysis rather than regression to aid in interpreting my
data.
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-60B. Materials and Methods
Poultry houses 1 and 2 (known to the owner as the Barn and
House 3) on the Tate Egg Farm we:·e the study sites.
treat each

house as a separate experiment, each

identically to the other as possible.

I decided to

conducted as

The house fly monitoring was

conducted as in the 1980 study, except that only 2 houses were
involved.

Briefly, Scudder grill counts and spot cards (6 in each

house), sticky tapes and square-foot panels (3 in each house) and
the visual index (1 rating per house) were used in each house each
week from 17 June until 30 September 1981, inclusive.
was done on the same day

each week

This sampling

(Wednesday)

in the

midafternoon, and, except for the first several weeks, the data were
collected by a technical assistant.

For detailed methods for each

monitoring technique, please see the Preliminary Studies section.
Houses 1 and 2 are oriented roughly N and S and measure
6 m X 19 m and 7 m X 15 m, respectively.

With long axes parallel,

House 1 lies 30 m W of and slightly uphill from House 2.

The

surrounding area is mountainous, sparsely populated, and heavily
wooded in 3 directions.

In the remaining direction (S),

slope of ca. 50 m to a large lake ca. 0.5 Km ·away.

there is a

Both houses

contained several thousand caged-layer hens during this test, and
sanitation and fly control were identical in each.
used Norris' (1957) marking method.

With this technique, the

ptilina of teneral flies are marked with pigment as the flies work
their way out of the puparia and up through a pigment-sand mixture.

-61My method was to use 3 - 5°0 pigment by volume, whereas Norris
recommended 0.590 (I did not see his work until after the fact).

Day

Glo'" orange and yellow were the 2 colors I used, and marked flies
were 2 - 5 days old when released.
I estimated the house fly populations 5 times throughout the
season:

6 July, 20 July, 7 August, 24 August, and 15 September.

On release days, 3 small samples each of orange and yellow flies were
withdrawn from the emergence cages, weighed, chilled to immobilize
the flies, and counted.

I calculated the flies/g for orange and yellow

flies and used this to estimate, from its weight, the number of flies
in a fourth, larger sample taken from each cage.

This last sample

was not anaesthetized, but placed in a "travelling cage" (with a
water source and removable sides) for transportation to the study
site.

At the site,

color per house.

released the marked flies into the 2 houses, 1
alternated colors on successive release days in

case adults survived beyond 2 weeks at the study site.

Release

dates were selected to be 1) at least 2 wk apart, 2) sunny and warm
to facilitate dispersal of marked flies within the population under
study, and' 3) on days other than monitoring days.

Actual release of

flies was done by removing the side of the travelling cage and
carrying the cage up and down the aisles of the house.
was

left in

the house, open

side up,

The cage

to give stragglers an

opportunity to get out.
After 1 h, each house was sampled with a 0-Vac'" suction
sampler, which I carried at least twice up and down each aisle.

-62sampled until several hundred house flies were collected.

The catch

was then held in a plastic bag labelled with house number, date, and
the color of the flies released into that house on that date.

Within

45 min,

left

the sample was

refrigerated

( -5° C),

and

it was

refrigerated for several days to ensure that all flies were dead.
I then sorted out the house flies from each sample and held
them in an enamel pan which had been painted flat black to eliminate
excess UV reflection into my eyes while examining the catch.
a UV light source,
then

Under

counted all individuals with external marks and

ruptured the ptilinal sutures of remaining individuals

forceps) to disclose internal marks.

(with

classified individuals as either

"marked'' or "unmarked".
I calculated P' and P'

+

r for all samples, using the formula

= rn''/m"

P' • r

The number released was, in all cases, >0.05P', so I used P'
as my estimate of the population.

+

(See Preliminary Studies section

for the reasoning employed here.)
To analyze the resulting data,
results into groups of 3 days,
release days.

first grouped the monitoring

based on their proximity to MRR

The 3 monitoring days closest to a release day were

analyzed as 1 data point, a technique similar to a "rolling average",
and one which allows me to utilize all but the first 2 and the last of
16 wk of data.

r

-63If I call the first monitoring day Day 1 ' then the data were
grouped as follows:

__ , and 29 with release day
1 ) Days 15, n

(Day 20)

2) Days 29, 36, and 43 with release day 2 (Day 34)
3) Days 43, 50, and 57 with release day 3 (Day 52)
4) Days 64, 71 ' and 78 with release day 4 (Day 69)

5) Days 85, 92, and 99 with release day 5 (Day 91)
This technique eliminates also some of the variability typical of
population monitoring.
I then tested the correlation of each of the 5 monitoring systems
with the MRR data to see which method best detected changes in
actual population density.

Finally, I sought to validate the findings

of the 1980 study (Preliminary Studies section) which found the
square-foot panels to be most closely correlated with the visual
index.

To do so, I deleted the MRR data and tested the correlation

of each of the 4 standard monitoring methods with the index.
Both of the above tests were done for each house individually
and also for the pooled data of both houses.

All correlations are

Pearson product-moment coefficients, generated by SAS (Appendix
D).

C. Results
Table 5 lists the data from the MRR procedure for each house
on each of the 5 release days.

The italicized numbers in each column

are the final population estimates used for that house that day.
Table 6 lists the correlation coefficients (CCs) for each of the 5

-64Table 5. Data relating to the mark- releasa recapture procedure for
the 5 release dates.
Italicized numbers are estimates used in that
house that day.
r = number· of marked individuals added to the
population; n" = number of recaptured individuals; m = marked
individuals recaptured; p· = ambient population at the start of the
procedure.

TEST DAY
20

34

52

69

91

2165

339

3221

1411

965

104

152

383

293

148

m

34

9

48

85

15

P'

4457

5386

22480

3453

8556

r >0. 05P ?

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

p'+ r

6622

5725

25701

4864

9521

3731

3175

2930

3229

1470

88

46

113

268

68

m

7

16

7

35

7

P'

43173

5953

44369

21496

12810

r>0.05P ?

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

r

46904

9128

47299

24?25

14280

House l
r
nI

I

1

House 2
r
nI

1

D' .,...

I

I

-65mon itori ng techniques used vs. the MRR data.

Included

in

Table 6

are the probability leveis at which the null hypothesis (CC = 0)
would be rejected for each CC.

Both the pooled results and the

results from the individual houses are included in this table.
Table 7 is analogous to Table 6,

except it lists the CCs and

probabilities for the 4 standard monitoring techniques vs. the visual
index.
D. Conclusions
The visual index was in all cases the most sensitive in detecting
changes in house fly population levels.

It exceeded the next-best

method (based on CC) by a factor of 1.47 (over the Scudder grill in
the House 1 data) to 2.48 (over spot cards in House 2 data).

No

one method was consistently second best or consistently worst in the
3 analyses.
In comparing the 4 standard methods against the visual index
(using the overall, pooled data), square-foot panels were again the
most closely correlated (CC = 0.3568), although the correlation was
not high, nor was it much higher than spot cards (CC = 0.3145) or
sticky tapes (CC = 0.3142).

The highest individual CC seen in this

part of the analysis is between Scudder grill counts and the visual
index in House 1 (CC

= 0.5148),

where square-foot panels actually

showed a negative CC.
The 4 standard house fly monitoring techniques tested here
appear then to be variable in effectiveness, and none is as good as
the visual index in detecting changes in absolute fly density.

While

preliminary tests and overall data indicate that square-foot panels,

-66Table 6. Correlation coefficients between mark-release-recapture
estimates of house fly populations and 5 population monitoring
techniques.

Pooled data
Scudder
gril 1

spot
card

square-foot
panels

sticky
tape

co r re 1at i on
coefficient

0. 1987

0.2944

0.3933

0.1506

0.7058

prob. CC=O

0.0098

0.0001

0.0001

0. 1453

0.0001

cc

0.4235

0. 1025

-0.0288

0.2923

0.6227

prob. CC=O

0. 0001

0.3391

0.8513

0.0462

0. 0001

cc

0.2044

0.2148

0. 1715

0.0348

0.5334

prob. CC=O

0.0622

0.0444

0.2601

0.8143

0. 0001

visual
index

House 1 onlv

House 2 only

-67Table 7. Correlation coefficients between the visual index and 4
standard house fly population monit'.)ring techniques.

Scudder
grill

soot
card

square-foot
panel

sticky
tape

correlation
coefficient

0.2683

0.3145

0.3568

0.3142

prob. CC=O

0.0004

0.0001

0.0006

0. 0019

cc

0.5148

0. 1034

-0. 1542

0.2511

prob. CC=O

0.0001

0.3351

0.3118

0.0887

cc

0.3054

0. 2939

0.0598

0.4645

prob. CC=O

0.0047

0.0054

0.6964

0.0009

Pooled data

House 1 only

House 2 only

-68permanently placed

in farm

premises and

counted as

earlier, will be good predictors of the visual estimate,

described
I found

individual cases in which these panels were the least reliable estimate
of all.

Perhaps further testing concerning the placement of these

panels, or the proper method of generating data from them, will help
to develop them into a reliable field technique for house fly control
studies.
I recommend the visual index for pesticide efficacy testing when
the house fly is the target organism and the test is conducted under
field conditions.

It does require familiarity with the possible range

of house fly population densities in the test premises so that a "feel"
for the intermediate categories

is acquired.

apologize for the subjectivity of this technique,

am tempted to
but that very

subjectivity is one factor which contributes to this method's utility.
Since the ultimate category is based on the decision of the observer
to reapply treatment, the index provides concrete information on the
length of the test compound's ability to provide satisfactory control.
The intermediate categories are an aid to assessing the nature of the
inevitable deterioration of fly control, viz., they describe if there is
a gradual population buildup to unsatisfactory levels or if there is an
abrupt loss ·of fly control at some point.
The second factor supporting the use of the visual index has
been elucidated herein:

this technique detects real changes in fly

population daensity with greater reliability than the techniques in
common use today.

SUMMARY

Naive subjects (Ss) te:nded to underestimate actual numbers 1n
the range of 1 - 360 by a factor of 0. 75.

Although none of the 15

regression models tested fit the data significantly better than the
linear model, the regression line only accounted for slightly more
than half of the observed variability.

This is a concrete way of

expressing the lack of confidence shown by naive Ss in their
estimates, which are actually little more than wide-ranging guesses.
In the naive condition, there is an apparent trade-off between
accuracy (as expressed by the approximation of the regression
coefficient to "1 ") and precision (variance).

Tests which showed a

significant difference in performance between subgroups (e.g., males
estimating white-background slides vs. females estimating the same)
in al I cases showed one to be more accurate and the other more
precise.

I offer the partial explanation that Ss likely group a wide

range of actual numbers into a single class, to which their response
is one certain number.

Although their accuracy may be poor (the

number with which they respond is not within the limits of the class
which they perceive), their precision is good: they are repeating the
same estimate for groups of actual numbers.
Females were more accurate overall than males, but males were
more precise.

Those Ss who rated themselves higher in experience

were more accurate, but those rating themselves lower were more
precise.

There was no apparent effect on estimates caused by a

doubling of the background density of the slides used for testing.
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-70Training Ss by having them estimate slide values and then
reviewing the true values with them improved both their accuracy
and, especially, their precision, whether or not they had a pamphlet
depicting slide values to which they could refer.

This improved

performance was manifested immediately after the training episode and
did not diminish at the end of a 2 wk hiatus from testing.
I found a subjective visual index to be more sensitive than
Scudder grill counts, spot cards, square-foot panels or sticky tape
traps to changes in actual house fly population densities.

When

considering the overall observations, I found square-foot panels to be
the method most highly correlated with the visual index in both 1980
and 1981.

In 1981, though, the panel counts were the least well

correlated in one of the 2 replicates studied (pooled obseravtions
from both replicates were used when they were found most highly
correlated).
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Appendix A - Black Box Detail
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Figure 3. Construction design of black box.
for explanation.

See text, Appendix A,

-761. Construction (all references are to Fig. 3, p. 74):
The black box is contructed primarily of 1.9 cm (0. 75 in)
plywood unless indicated otherwise.

The main body (A) is a tunnel

with a 60 cm (24 in), square cross section, 2. 4 m (8 ft) long.
viewing end ( B) is held in place with 4 bolts and wing nuts.

The
The

viewing port (C) provides an opening of 10 x 5 cm (4 x 2 in) which
can be opened or closed by a mechanically operated, particle board
shutter (D).

The camera housing (E) features a hinged access door

(F) and has a hole (not figured) through which the cable-release
trigger passes.

The camera

used was a Minolta XG-fM with

autowinder and a Soligor™ 80-200mm macro-zoom lens.
end (G) is really 2 units with a common wall.

The lightboard

The front unit is a fly

containment area which fits snugly into the main body when the black
box is assembled.

The front face of the containment area is clear,

0.3 cm (0.125 in) acrylic, and the rear face (which forms the common
wall with the electrical
Plexiglass™.

unit,

I) is 0.3 cm

(0.125 in)

milky

The rear face of the electrical unit is hinged to allow

access to 6 flourescent fixtures mounted horizontally within (J).
These fixtures are wire_d independently and are operated via a remote
- control panel (not figured) which is connected to the black box by
means of a wire harness which passes through a 3 cm (1.25 in) diam.
hole in the hinged face of the electrical unit.
Two, mirror-image fly storage boxes ( K) are attached to the
sides of the body in the positions indicated.
and

divided

internally

by

screening

into

These a re removable
front

and

rear

-77compartments.
in)

The front face of the storage boxes has a 3 cm (1.25

hole which opens

into tha front compartment.

The rear

compartment has a hinged lid on the top through which anesthetized
flies can be admitted, and a 4 x 4 cm (1.5 x 1.5 in) hole on the
inner face (facing the body of the black box) which communicates
with like holes in the body (A) and the side of the fly containment
area (H).

Airtight,

sliding valves which can open and close this

passage are located between the storage boxes and the body of the
black box.
2. Operation:
House flies, lightly anesthetized with carbon dioxide, are put
into the rear compartment of one of the storage boxes and allowed to
revive.

The storage box valve is kept shut, confining the flies in

the rear compartment.

A vacuum hose· is inserted into the 3 cm hole

in the opposite storage box, and the valve on that storage box is
opened.

With the vacuum on, flies can be introduced into the

containment area by teasing open the valve in the storage box in
which they are confined.

found it impossible to regulate precisely

the number of flies introduced, and this was exactly the situation I
wished to create:

Neither S nor myself knew the- true number of

flies visible at any time.
3. Miscellaneous:
a. The parallax created by the distance between the viewing
port and the camera lens varies from 5.93° (minimum) to 6.12°
(maximum), depending upon the point at which it is measured in the

-78field of the light board.
negatives produced

Visual inspection and examination of the

in the test indicate that parallax

plays no

discernable role in the outcome of observations generated with this
apparatus.
b. A house fly has a minimum length of approximately 5.5 mm
(Pont and Zumpt, 1973) which subtends an angle of 7. 75' at 2 .4 m
(the observation distance in the black box).

This is well above the

average visual threshold in humans (0. 5', Alpern et al., 1967) and
would require an observer to have a Snellen fraction of 20/60 or
better in at least one eye

14 •

c. The fluorescent fixtures generated 5.0-6.5 ft-candles (ca.
55-70 lux), measured through the viewing port (C) with a Sekonic
Studio Deluxe™ model L-28C2 incident light meter.

14) Snelien fraction = distance in feet/distance at which the minimum
line resolution subtends 1.0· of arc.

Appendix B - Questionaires and Data Sheets
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-80Appendix B1. Questionaire used in Black Box study.

Age: ___ Date of Birth: _ _~/-,-_ _._/_ __
mo
day
yr

Sex:

F

M

ves

Are you supposed to wear corrective lenses for distance viewino?

:~o

(If you answered "Yes" to the last question, do these lenses correct your vision
to 20/20?

Yes

~lo

Please circle the number on the following scale ·..ihich best describes your exoerience
in estimatinq 1WMBERS OF THUJGS, for example, countino pills to fill prescriotions
in a pharmacy, estimating crowd size for newspaoer articles, estimatina bee nopulations in hives, etc.

2

4

3

moderate experience

no experience

5

7

6

much experience

If you have circled 3 or hiaher on the scale, please describe briefly the tyoe(s)
of estimation that you have done:

Are you

LErT-HANDED

Please do not write below this line:

RIGHT-HANDED

AMBIDEXTROUS

?
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Appendix 82. Questionai re and data sheet used

n slide study.

1

Suoject :;w:i0er

-

---

sex :-1 ?
age C:icares:: yr)
please rate :!Oursel: on t:ie following scale of 1 to I based on yoi..:.r ex;ierie:1ce in estia:ateng number. You
may consider such things as crowd es ti:na tion, :ieekeeping expe rie:1ce, counting pills for phar:nacy work, etc.

2

1

4

3

no experience

mderate

1.

21.

41.

2.

22.

42.

3.

23.

4.

24.

5.

---

o.

25.

6

5

--

--

61.

81.

101.

62.

82.

102.

43.

63.

83.

103.

44.

64.

84.

104.

65.

85.

105.

66.

86.

106.

47 .

67.

87.

107.

45.

46.

26.

very experienced

--

--

7.

.,_,.

8.

28.

48.

68.

88.
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Appendix C - Actual Slide Values, Sessions 1, 2, and 3;
and Training Slides from Session 2.

-82-

-83Slide Vaiues, Session 1

96, 276, 123, 312, 39, 204, 57. 333, 162, 111, 6, 201, 246, 84, 147,
261

I

351

I

27, 213, 48, 291

I

15, 189, 3211 267, 303, 230, 279, 102,

171 ' 33' 129' 342' 12' 66, 138' 60' 252' 117' 72' 285' 219' 105' 30'
198, 42, 51 1 156, 306, 177

1

78, 21, 207

I

327

I

357

f

237

I

192, 87

f

294,

315, 243, 153, 24, 255, 165, 225, 114
Slide Values, Session 2

159, 87, 270, 114' 39, 186, 318, 210, 183, 273, 24, 258, 84, 342,
237, 138, 45, 240, 285, 9, 330, 168, 348, 261, 216, 120, 66, 129,
177, 309, 291, 192, 324, 57, 144, 105, 93, 230, 279, 315, 3, 336,
156, 207, 165, 327, 354, 255, 219, 267, 33, 48, 78, 246, 303, 72, 21 ,
297, 306, 282, 96, 12, 108, 233, 345, 195, 123, 288
Slide Values, Session 3

180, 54, 330, 96, 21, 252, 213, 123, 156, 233, 36, 72, 270, 306, 84,
105 348, 63, 168, 201, 261, 9, 48, 117, 294, 255, 174, 318, 246, 339,
129, 30, 192, 312, 354, 276, 162, 4'J_, 207, 288, 219, 186, 15, 240,
267, 324, 228, 144, 138, 78, 111 , 345, 195, 90, 27, 150, 99, 66, 357,
300, 279, 333, 57, 243, 321, 177, 114, 165

-84-

Slide Values, Training Session

51, 150, 75, 300, 201, 225, 99, 60, 30, 15, 360, 198, 126, 174, 249,
then

252, 102, 36, 351, 90, 18, 162, 54, 276, 132

Appendix D - Generaiized SAS Programs

-85-

-86Program 1, for generating linear regression equations and associated
statistics
PROC GLM DATA=XXXX;
MODEL EST=ACT;
Program 2, for plotting raw data in black box study
PROC PLOT DATA=XXXX;
PLOT EST*ACT;
Program 3, for testing R 2 values of 15 potential regression models
DATA=XXXX;
IN PUT X X X X X X EST ACT;

ROOTACT=SQRT(ACT);
SQACT=ACT*ACT;
CUBACT=ACT*ACT*ACT;
CARDS;

PROC RSQUARE DATA=XXXX;
MODEL EST=ROOT ACT ACT SQ ACT CU BACT;
Program 4, for correlation coefficients
PROC CORR NOSIMPLE DATA=XXXX;
VAR (method 1) (method 2) etc.

-87WITH (mark-release data);
or

VAR (method 1) (method 2) etc.
WITH (index);

Appendix E - Pamphlet used in Conjunction with Slide Training
for Group 3

-88-

-89-

VISUAL

ESTIMATIO~

OF

NUMBER
This leaflet is designed to help
you to estimate numbers of things
more accurately. It is part of
an experimental program, the goal
of which is to improve the ef ficiency of insect control measures in
livestock production.
lbst (but not all) persons have a
tendency to underestimate the true
number of things that they see.
Use the illustrations in this leaflet to help you with your estimates
in ti1e remaining tests in which you
will participate as part of this
experiment.

PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS THIS LEAFLET
\JR ANY OTHER ASPECT OF THIS TRAINING SESSION wITll SUBJECTS FROM THE
O'l'llER 2 GROUP:; UNTIL THE END OF OUR
LAST TESTlNG SESSION, FEBRUARY 9.
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AN ANALYSIS OF MUSCOID FLY MONITORING TECHNIQUES
WITH EMPHASIS ON THE ROLE OF VISUAL PERCEPTION
by
Andrew Francis Beck
(ABSTRACT)
Naive observers are found to estimate numbers of dots on
projected slides with a consistent factor of underestimation of ca.
0. 75.

There is an overall difference in response between males and

females

and

observers.

between

more experienced

and

less

experienced

There is an apparent trade-off between accuracy and

precision when significant differences

in

response are recorded.

Training observers with slides of revealed value alone is equally
effective as a combination of slides and a reference pamphlet: both
produce improvements in accuracy and precision.
A subjective visual index of house fly abundance is found to be
more sensitive than Scudder grill counts, spot cards,

sticky tape

traps or square-foot panels to changes in house fly population
densities.

None of these methods is consistently the best correlated

to the visual index, although the square-foot panels were most highly
correlated most often.

